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Driven by the need for a requisite control of the Internet, world leaders, with the support of the United Nations (UN), floated the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) in November 2005 during the World Summit on Information Society (WSIS) in the Tunisian capital, Tunis. The floatation was sequel to a number of ministerial committee meetings the first of which was held in the Gambian capital, Bamako in 2002. IGF  met in 2006 and has since organized several meetings to achieve its objectives. On its website (www.intgovforum.org), it avers it brings together all stakeholders in the internet governance debate - governments, the private sector or civil society, including the technical and academic community -  on an equal basis and through an open and inclusive process to debate issues and formulate policies for a proper control of the Internet. IGF reports to the United Nations and interested parties operate under the “Multi-stakeholder Advisory Group” (MAG) which was set up by Kofi Anan, the former UN Secretary General. In 2008, the membership of MAG was 50. “All” and “on an equal basis” are emphasized because they are issues of contention in this paper.
 According to  the Tunis 2005 Commitment statement released after the summit: 

…goals can be accomplished through the involvement, cooperation and partnership of governments and other stakeholders, i.e the private sector, civil society and international organizations, and that international cooperation and solidarity at all levels are indispensable if the fruits of the Information Society are to benefit all (World Summit on the Information Society, 2005).

IGF’s objectives include ensuring low-cost access to a truly global Internet, maintaining a multilingual Web, managing  it and its vast resources, securing global cooperation for  stability and security, taking care of the emerging issues and plotting the way forward.  Most activities of IGF, including conferences or workshops, have been organized along these objectives. 




The Fallacy of Representation as “Equal Basis”
Equality as basis for representation in Internet governance or its debate as depicted by the IGF has a mysterious context that could elicit multidimensional unraveling, depending on one’s perspective of it. What equality? Is it the type usually peddled in a democracy where people must be treated equally not because they are equal actually but simply because that is what proponents deem as a democratic core value? Democracy is an illogical leveler, which ignores the complexities brought about by the vagaries of nature. This implies that natural inequalities such as disparities in intelligence, health, family backgrounds, financial wellbeing and so on are all leveled out in accordance with democratic norms to promote an egalitarian society even when such leveling out defies logic. In a typical democracy, all eligible citizens can vote and be voted for. But evidence is obvious that situations, circumstances and the like do unfairly position some for elective offices better than others while the democratic asset-stripping process that ostracizes in large numbers women, disabled persons and others is commonplace in several societies around the world.
	Proponents of democracy are probably partly justified regarding this leveling out. This owes to the fact that the inequalities came about through no fault or choice of  citizens nor as a “result of any moral agent acting wrongly”(Persson, 2001, p. 23). If two pregnant women feed on the same food, go to the same physician for antenatal care and sleep the same number of hours, chances are that the weight of their babies upon birth will not be the same. This variance in birth weights is understandable as nature’s unexplainable interference is at play. But even at this level, there is still a problem as Post (2006) has noted that the expression of such equality still faces the challenge of right of expression within public discourse, which needs to be guaranteed, usually by government (p.29). In the process of guaranteeing this, some citizens have easier access than others as is usually the case in a typical democracy. 
Derek Parfit (1997), in a thought provoking presentation on “Equality or Priority” remarks that democratic values such as equality before the law, political equality, equal rights and the like are quite important but that the concern should actually be people being equally well off. This teleological egalitarianism, according to him, is what should be believed in. But then this is an issue to contend with still. The contention stems from the fact that being equally well must have a sound precursory basis. If participants or representatives want to be well equally, on what basis could one say they deserve to be equally well?   
Being equally well could possibly be the end of IGF’s equal basis strategy but unlike the democratic equality which is tolerable owing to the uncontrollable forces of nature, the context of Internet governance system is quite different. The birthing of the Internet was not a child of the unpredictable or erratic pranks of nature but a rationalist decision. The United States deliberately developed the Internet as a war strategy and was being joined by Canada and some other western countries  which travailed to make the Internet what it is today. The sustenance of the Internet is much more resident in these pioneer countries than several other nations whose major contribution to the Internet is not building it but using it. 


The Stakeholder Model and Error of Engagement in Internet Governance
An all-inclusive stakeholder framework for internet governance provides the platform to recognise and appreciate claims that are at odds with another as a way of facilitating a legitimate discourse at an appreciable level. A balancing process is then elicited that creates a lasting relationship, confidence and social capital when it is defined as “actual or potential resources inherent to more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual recognition” Maak, 2007, p. 329 in Bourdieu 1980). Maak adds: what is important “is that leaders make sure that their organisations adopt a truly inclusive and ethically sound way of creating value for all legitimate stakeholders, including previously excluded ones and future generations” (p.331).  The present governance system of the Internet has the responsibility of dealing with “previously excluded ones” among interests as this eliminates the systemic error inherent in the Forum’s stakeholder engagement.
	The stakeholder model (Freeman and Reed, 1983, pp.88-106; Schneider, 2002, pp.209-210; West, 2006, p. 434 ) fully supports the envisaged Internet governance by its perspective that such an organization as vital as IGF is responsible and accountable to a wide array of stakeholders whose contributions create the atmosphere needed for good governance. The descriptive, instrumental, normative and managerial contexts of this model (Donaldson and Preston, 1995, pp.66-67.)  corroborate it, affirming the presence of a broad group of stakeholders whose needs should be adequately catered to as they (these stakeholders) are end in themselves, each with its values and attitudes. 
In spite of claimed efforts to ensure that various interests are represented in IGF, this paper contends that the current multi-stakeholder composition which prioritizes governments, multilateral agencies, commercial and professional interests on equal basis, presents a systemic error situation which arises as  a result of  improper composition or absence of critical elements that should make up the membership that could ensure proper governance. The error is such that while Internet is Internet for those whose interests are adequately represented, it is  Internot for those who are not well represented or not represented at all. For instance, cyber-malpractice is an issue and those who perpetrate this have an interest. It is not out of place to locate these people and ask what their grudges against the world are and then find a way of making them relevant among law-abiding elements who govern the internet.
Would this mean that adversative elements on the Net are being encouraged or promoted? This next point illustrates the answer. Early in 2012, the search giant, Google,  threw a challenge to hackers around the world and offered to pay a whopping one million dollars to anyone of them capable of scything  its Chrome web browser. Google offered the incentive as a pre-emptive measure to be able to strengthen future versions of the browser. With the expertise of hackers unleashed, Google believed it would be better positioned to fix the bugs, understand the vulnerability, thereby leading to the development of techniques that could enhance mitigations, automated testing and sandboxing. The Google initiative  encouraged many hackers around the world to come out of their hiding and contribute positively to the advancement of the browser business. With this, “hacking”, which connotes illegality and had drawn the ire of authorities at state and multilateral levels is gradually being regarded as a necessary element in progress. Internet, therefore, is like “a terrain of contested philosophies and politics” (Warf & Grimes, 1997, p.259)  where players should be seen not necessarily as opposition or enemies but as having the capacity to contribute to the wellbeing of one another. Astier (2005) corroborates this:

Using and regulating the Internet to include rather than just exclude a little more would also make it possible for cultural, philosophical and religious traditions to understand each other while continuing to be different, and to participate in the construction of a more equitable global society (p.133)
 
The world is yet  to enjoy the benefits of an all-inclusive system based on equilibrium of opportunities, especially when the current system of representation of interests in Internet governance, characterized by the absence of  critical elements (like these hackers, for instance), seems to be yielding some minor benefits which internet administrators and their promoters may have misconstrued as modest. In order to correct this error, a proper governance system should appreciably contextualize the environment in which Internet operates and information will have to be provided on the stakeholder components of that environment. This paper attempts this in the following discussion.


SUGGESTED LISTING OF INTERNET GOVERNANCE STAKEHOLDERS

Internet as Dominion
The United Nations recognizes all countries as equals. IGF’s activities are a manifestation of this theoretical recognition. However, it is a provable fact that the birthplace phenomenon, investments in cyberspace and the growing significance of information society have made the Internet a special interest of United States and a few Western countries including the United Kingdom. Kaase (2000)  notes that in 1997, the United States and Europe accounted for 65 per cent share of the global ICT market shared at 35 and 30 respectively. Besides that, The Unites States has managed the Internet through the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, or ICANN, established by the country’s Department of Commerce in 1998. The government of the United States exercises veto power over all decisions of this body. The contribution of China is also getting increasingly important owing more to the number of Chinese people who use the Internet that has topped 444.9 million of the world’s total, according to Internet World Stats’ figures as at January 27, 2012. 
Besides the fact the Internet originated from the United States, the country has invested in massive infrastructure, human and financial in the Internet more than any other nation in history. The critical infrastructure that power the Internet are located in the United States and the decisive finances are localized in the country. The basic programming language is English while the country is host to most of the world’s websites. The syntax of Internet technology which is basically American English has significantly orientated the global Internet workers and users to such an extent  that the cyberspace “is shaped through place-routed cultures, and in particular through processes of Americanization” (Holloway and Valentine, 2001, p. 153). The origination of the Internet from the United States has positioned that country as the dominion of the cyberspace and this is a fact. 
Several countries including Brazil, India, Cuba and the European Union (EU) (Wall Street Journal, 2005, P. B1) have an issue with the domineering status of the United States and are trying to find a way round  it. In fact, the EU has presented a proposal for the removal of the United States’ oversight of ICANN which is being opposed by Americans. This disagreement over this oversight is one of the reasons that led to the establishment of IGF by the United Nations. America’s rejection of EU’s proposal is a signal that the equal representation system that IGF is promoting runs a risk of impropriety if the United States, which enjoys the birthplace privilege and a few countries such as Canada and the United Kingdom, which have invested massively in the development of the Internet, are not accorded some significant recognition in the global governance of the Internet.

Internet as Control
Governments and multilateral institutions exercise control over the Internet in two major ways – control through the internet or control of the Internet. In the first instance, government make rules, laws and regulate an aspect of government business but conveys that through the Internet while in the second it monitors how the citizens  use the internet to comply with those rules and laws.  Control, in the two cases, is geared towards how their citizens can get the best from the Net and have their socio-economic wellbeing enhanced. Unfortunately, in many cases, rather than create and elicit compliance, government’s rulemaking and handling of the Internet is breeding mistrust and rejection of the political class as demonstrated in at least one reliable study  (Zavestoski, Shulman & Schlosberg 2006, pp. 383- 408; ) and corroborated by civic disruptions in both democratic and non-democratic political environments. 
Control by multilateral agencies is also necessary at a time the world is still faced with the stark veracity of Digital Divide which means partly that certain countries and demographic groups do not have the required access to the Internet. The task of mobilizing resources for access through the provision of infrastructure and other support systems becomes a crucial task for governments and intergovernmental agencies. This is  why international agencies will always be relevant in any global Internet governance system.
Moreover, the Internet is fast becoming a secure abode for secular nationalism indexed by the political relations that are highlighted in new modes of exclusion or inclusion. The nationalistic space of expression, provided in those days by the newspaper medium is shifting to the Internet on a global scale. The so-called Arab Spring uprisings, which led to the overthrow of sit-tight rulers of Egypt, Algeria and Libya, started from the Internet before it moved into the streets. The recent riots in the United Kingdom, which led to some deaths and huge destruction of properties also got mobilized from the Internet. Owing to such events, governments across nations have seen the need to tighten control of the Internet. 
Furthermore, rules, regulations and laws that govern the Internet differ from one country to another. In most countries of Europe and the United States, for instance, the regulation of the Net is strict. In Iran and Saudi Arabia, control is stringent and authoritarian. In many countries of Africa and Asia, control is lax. In some, control is ether slipshod or slapdash. The variations are as a result of inexperience in some cases while in others it is simply because the state wants to enforce its will on its citizens. The nature of the Internet is such that it brings together mismatched jurisdictions (Cairncross, 2000)  which accounts for the robust presence of government representatives in IGF. 


Internet as Political Instrument and Battle Ground
Incompatible Going by the means by which long time or sit tight rulers have been brought down and the surprises sprung by frustrated rioters in the United Kingdom, it is becoming increasingly clear that millions of people are seeing and using the Internet as a protest instrument. Cyber communitarianism is breeding a politically motivated mutual understanding, thereby giving rise to agitations and nationalism that result in regime change and in some cases terrorism. Many political leaders are rising to the reality of the instrumental perspective of political participation (Best & Krueger, 2005, p. 184, Gant, Michael & Lyons Williams (1993) where civic vitality is visibly growing by the day as citizens maximize the use of Internet to take crucial political decisions that substantially affect their lives.
Internet as a political instrument is made more manifest by religious and terrorist groups such as Al Shabaab, Al-Qaida, The Lord’s Resistance Movement and many others that have used the Internet to foment troubles. Early in December 2011, Iran attacked a website built by the United States to communicate with the Iranians on issues that concern Iran. The country took the action to sustain the tempo of its antagonism with the United States whose drone was seized by Iran when it was flying over its territory. Iran had been accused of using its nuclear reactor to develop nuclear bombs which it denied. The proportion of those who use the Internet as a political tool is getting a boost by the day. This group can be called in to make it see reason why the Web is better used for peaceful purposes  rather than a tool of hatred. 

Internet as News Source, News Subject, News Forum  and News Medium
In the words of Reavy (2001) “journalists frequently cruise electronic discussion groups in order to locate potential story ideas. They use electronic mail to track down  and interview hard-to-reach sources. They check out what the competition has been doing by reviewing online newspapers. They use government computers to background individuals or locate information about publicly held companies” (pp. 19-20). Research-minded journalists also enjoy the benefit of web-based survey “in reaching specific population sub-groups [that are] difficult to access using conventional means” (Madge and O’Connor 2002, p. 96). All these point to the fact that the Internet is a crucial news source and resource. This is in addition to the fact that the Internet itself is rich as a  news subject.  
And then the big one: Internet as a news medium. Thousands of journalists practise their profession and get paid using the medium of the Internet to reach millions of audience. The medium is becoming rich owing to its support for multimedia platforms which enable an audience to watch television, listen to radio, watch movies and read up newspapers. The data that journalists gather as they key into the practice of computer-aided reporting are shared with the audience while the audience has the benefits of feedback to respond to the news contents. Furthermore, the concepts that underpin the practice of traditional journalism such as farness, truth, objectivity, and so forth – are all obtainable online. For instance, the online journalist reporter knows that by being objective, he is able to give every segment of the audience an equal right to be heard and seen, to read or to react (Omojola, 2008, p.175). All these have positioned journalists and other professional communicators as giant stakeholders of Internet governance. It is not clear how those who practise so-called citizen journalism will fit into this category.

Internet as Business and Commerce
Electronic commerce has evolved rapidly over the last five years. It consists primarily of the distribution, marketing, buying and selling of products or services, and transfer of funds over electronic systems on the internet. It also covers a wide range of businesses, from consumer-based retail sites, through auction and music sites, to business exchanges between corporations. E-commerce, as a strategic initiative that firms adopt in order to become and remain successful in modern competitive business environments, has penetrated deeply into the lives of many who try to seek convenience in all they deal with. 
There are millions of businesses that operate via the Internet. This ranges from the internet reseller who earns few hundred dollars in a month to giants like Google, Microsoft, and Facebook which gross billions in revenue every year.  
Business on the Internet has a chequered, though very short, history. In October, 1994 when Netscape (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Netscape_Communications_Corporation" \o "Netscape Communications Corporation​) released the Navigator browser (code- named Mozilla) the business opportunities on the Internet have been massively exploited. In the same year, the first online bank opened, while magazine subscriptions online became a reality. Netscape 1.0, introduced in the late 1994, operated the  Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption which made transactions relatively secure.  In 2003 when Amazon.com posted the first yearly profit, it became clear that Internet had come to stay as a business hub. It is necessary that business and commerce get special representation  in any global internet administration.

Internet as Digital Citizenry
Internet is fast becoming a popular business hub. It is so because a digital citizenry and cyber indigenes exist that make that happen.  Commercial Internet started in the early 90’s and those that have been born since then have found a home on the Internet - a reason why the majority of internet visitors have been the youth. This  justifies several industry and academic studies that have established that the Internet user is young and educated (Donthu and Garcia, 2001, p. 130). To economic geographers, these are people who regard the cyberspace as a separate space in which people reside and earn their livelihood (Kitchin, 1998). 
However, there is a difference between a digital citizen and a digital indigene. The digital citizen can be just any citizen as long he or she regularly uses the Internet or is ICT-savvy. Digital indigenes, on the other hand,  are those who have been born since the Internet began. Common to digital indigenes is the fact that it is on the internet they live, and have their being. Their livelihood and sustenance now depend on the Internet and life will be extremely difficult if not impossible if they are disconnected. They constitute the bulk of those who patronize the Internet and make businesses succeed. Concern for them easily makes Internet governance a necessity. The large amount of personal data that accumulate on the Internet from e-commerce, quest for knowledge (through browsing, surfing, etc.) and social-networking  come from digital indigenes and citizens. Their huge presence on the internet has carved a niche to such an extent that Internet will not be commercially viable without their input which is mostly in the form of patronage.
It is important to note that a significant proportion of digital citizenry and indigenes are unemployed. The unemployed and underemployed, in their millions, look up the Internet everyday for job opportunities on thousands of websites which display millions of postings. This huge population easily suggests that they should be represented in any authentic Internet administration. Presently, the interest of job seekers on the Internet lacks orientation and deeply dispersed among job fairs, employment agencies, management consultants and the like, many of which do not operate in the interest of the job seekers. A proper orientation from authentic governing body should embody “the economics of information” (Fountain, 2005, p.1237) which among other things will deal with the acquisition, interpretation, consumption of information and cost of doing so between job seekers and hirers. The potentiality of factoring in the interest of idle hands in Internet governance is immense as it reduces the propensity of crime. 


Internet as Multilingual Entity
User activity, profile and presence have a wild diversity on the Internet. UNESCO, as a response to the increasing preponderance of world’s major languages on the Internet, reiterated its commitment to the “inclusion of all peoples in the Information Society through the development and use of local and/or indigenous languages in ICTs" (UNESCO, 2005, n.p.). This commitment was also made at its 2005 World Summit for the Information Society in Tunisia. UNESCO put its commitment to work by constituting some researchers (Paolillo,  Pimienta & Prado, 2005)  to determine and measure the linguistic diversity of the Internet. Since then, there has been a reported presence of most of world’s tribes and ethnic groups on the Internet and the tenure of dominant languages  - English, French, Spanish, etc is facing rivalry from Chinese, for instance.
Language has been used in many studies to determine the diversity index. Notable are Babel (1997) and Paolillo (2005). Babel found English dominating all websites with 82.3%. This domination was understandable.  Most of these sites originated from the United States which has English as its lingua franca. Paolillo’s study proved very useful because it was able to establish the presence of nearly 7,000 languages on the Internet, thereby confirming its multilingual profile. Any internet governance forum must have this mega-lingual representation. If the Internet is used as an instrument to open up peoples of the world to new social and cultural realities, “we could do wonders for cooperation and mutual understanding at the local, national, and international levels” (Shapiro, 1999 p. 25).

Internet as Technical Community
The Internet is an avalanche of work applications which relate to virtually everything we do in our daily lives. These applications enable enterprise content production, distribution, sharing and management, instant messaging, emailing, content searching, newsgroups, online shopping and payment, teleconferencing, multimedia works and so forth. These tasks are performed by thousands of professionals - graphic artists, web designers, programmers, site administrators, researchers, content developers and the like - who, if well organized, can make tremendous impact in making the Internet a better place or worst place, depending on where they stand.	One of the reasons for non adoption of Internet at its early stage was the issue of skills that would be needed to drive the technology, according to Tan and Teo (1998). Issues that border on skills and competence are gradually becoming non issues because of a rapid growth of professionals that work the Internet. Recent advances in development of Internet monitoring systems and equipment such as the deep packet inspection (DPI) has buoyed up the need for technical persons who constitute a crucial part of the sociology of technology.
Internet professionals are getting conscious of themselves and the power they can exert. This consciousness has played up, so much so, that they now form associations. Recently, the International Association of Internet Professionals (IAIP) was established in 2010 in the United States as a rallying point. This is in addition to several of such associations that exist in various countries whose members want to meet, communicate and collaborate. The worth of Internet professionals cannot be overemphasized and that is why their massive representation in the IGF is understandable.

Internet as Constitutional and Legal Entity 
The tendency exists in many countries to see the Internet as a right. The European Union has mulled the idea in the past four years. The idea is beginning to translate to reality as Finland became the first country ever to declare Internet access as a  right. This means that the more than five million Finnish citizens are required to be connected by telecommunication companies operating in that country compellingly. This is in contrast to countries like Iran, Saudi Arabia, Britain and France who are considering restricting people’s access to the Internet. Such decisions are usually taken after some unpalatable occurrences have brought  trouble for the government. The issue here is that the Internet is in the center of a constitutional matter which calls for attention. Besides that, several legal issues are involved - trade secret protection, copyright protection, trademark protection, patents, defamation, libel, privacy and so forth.  Harmonizing the various laws and ethical systems pertaining to these issues is a crucially necessary responsibility if a proper system of order is to be achieved. This responsibility has made the Internet one huge legal contract to the extent that legal and constitutional rights experts must have a place in any legitimate governance of the Internet.

Internet as Crime and Police Station
Internet is fast growing. So is the crime associated with it. The Internet has been used to swindle thousands of people through fraudulent correspondences by email, credit card scams and several other means. The Forum recognizes this as the reason why it called for international cooperation and coordinated action to counter cybercrime, cyber-terrorism, unauthorized processing of personal data, trafficking in human beings and other related crimes in its meeting held in Rio de Janeiro in 2007. If the Internet is identified as a crime location, then it deserves a police. The forum should allow the voice of perpetrators to be heard and let them know that a police exists to checkmate them.  


Proper Internet Governance as Equilibrium of Interests    
Owing to the fact that interests differ widely on the internet, the thesis that those interests should be adequately represented cannot be disputed. But the question is: How should these interests be represented? The core value that drives IGF membership is equality but this can be a weak sustenance strategy. The reasons are obvious. First, is that interests are highly variegated and owing to this, it is very difficult to have a  unity of goals though there are pretensions about oneness of objectives among stakeholders. The interest of internet supremos like Google, Facebook are to do business and make profit while that of various governments and multilateral institutions are not. The interest, for instance of the United States as a country, will always be to protect the interests of its citizens and ensure that the Internet does not pose any risk to its existence as a sovereign nation. The interests of Google and all these companies which make billions of dollars in profit are definitely not in tandem with a programmer who depends largely on wages. The interest of the United States, the bonafide birthplace of the Internet, can not be on the same level with that of Gambia – a struggling West African nation, which has only few thousands of people connected to the Internet. The stakes of Gambia and United States are obviously poles apart.
Consequently, “equality”, as a guiding principle of stakeholder representation in internet governance is a misnomer. Some interests on the Internet are compelling while some other interests, though undeniable, are less convincing. Offering a better potential for proper Internet governance is the concept of the equilibrium of interests. This chiefly means a balance of interests. It operates in such a way that what each member represents in internet governance is commensurate with the weight it exerts. Representation should be seen as a manifestation of a representative’s contributions to the Internet. Udalov (1991), Sorauf  (1957),  Fearon (1994) explain the issue here: When the balance of interests is in place, common good is not neglected. What becomes preponderant, however, is a compromise between the variegated interests whereby each representation is in tandem with the weight of that interest. 
The balance of interests at issue here should not be seen in the luminosity of international politics. In politics, balance of power exists not necessarily as a result of the power that the competing nations have. It is the power that a nation  is seen to exert whether or not it actually has that power. With regard to Internet governance, your position in the governance will be adequately commensurate to your contributions to the development of the Internet and evidence adequately exists to demonstrate that.
An argument that centers on unequal representation of members may arise, whereby countries with large comparative advantage are accused of overbearing presence to the detriment of representatives with less convincing interests. This argument is flawed in the sense that, in the event that a representative complains of underrepresentation, she is asked a simple question: “What is the profile of your contribution to the internet?” The answers he gives should be enough to reason out his due representation. It is only after the issue of representation (based on exerted weight) has been resolved that such things as “ethical governance of the global Internet” (Choi, Kim and  Yu, S., 2009, p.523) can be achieved.
Balance of interests also provides the conducive platform to unravel technological determinism which has always been to the detriment of millions of ICT target users especially those of the developing world. Technological determinism posits that designers and producers of ICTs make linear assumptions about user prejudices and idiosyncrasies with regard to the adoption of technological innovations. This linear approach, which applies one-size-fits-all systems to products, has significantly undermined the often trumpeted benefits of ICTs. Unfortunately, according to Omojola (2009), the inability of indigenous peoples to adequately comprehend these technologies, owing to language hindrances, has dramatically undermined the professed socio-economic benefits of ICTs and creates a sore point in the globalization process, which these technologies drive.
The idea of equal representation is suited to nullify whatever potential solution that may be in the offing to resolve the challenges posed by technological determinism. The reality of balance of interests showcases the true situation and capacity of each stakeholder and positions him for learning in such a manner that creates a congruence between technological  innovations and adoptions.
If  representation should be proportional to contribution, how do you explain the activities of hackers, cyber terrorists, and the like whose history has always been negative? This question has been answered in the foregoing illustration of Google and hackers. Beyond that, it is necessary to note that several countries, including the United States, have lost through these disliked Net elements valuable and classified information that resulted in serious embarrassment. Damage caused  owing to large-scale disruption of computer networks by the means of computer virus, spread of life-threatening  information, website defacing, denial of service and so on have prompted many countries to take actions that are costing taxpayers billions of dollars. For instance, the United States Department of Defence set up a strategic command as a component of the Joint Task Force-Global Network Operations to defend the country agencies including the National Space and Aeronautics (NASA) against cyber attacks. World powers including France, Russia and even China have followed suit. The possibility of low expenses is indicated if perpetrators of cyber crimes can be lured into the fold of a right thinking gathering to make them see reason and appreciate how internet talents can be put into the right use. The foes that confronted the Allied Forces during the WWII are among the best of friends today. 
Another advantage of the balance of interests over the concept of equality is that it provides a platform for learning. Unlike the equality perspective which sees every member of the governance forum as equals, balance of interests provides the opportunity for indigent representations to learn from those who have the experience and the requisite power and significant authority to influence the governance of the Internet. Equilibrium representation system is a source of empowerment. With this, internet has a human face and demonstrates that great core value which the world has always craved – humility.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The paper has highlighted a new paradigm with regard to the interests that should constitute the governance of the Internet and asserts that the reality of balance of interests is a more attractive package than the rhetoric of equality. Any Internet governance forum has to know that Internet is a mass of interests which are highly variegated. The amount of representation in governance should be commensurate with the exerted weight. To this end the following are recommended:
1.	The internet forum should begin the  process of governance by evaluating the profile of contributions of each representative to the growth and development of Internet. The profile must be such that can be verified and authenticated by all parties. This can also be effected at the level of individual, governmental and multilateral levels. If you are asking a programmer to be a stakeholder, let other stakeholders have an idea of how much of his programming works the Internet has enjoyed.
2.	This then leads to a fresh taxonomy of representation which may follow the suggested one in this paper or even more elaborate as long as the weight of each representative carries is easily ascertained.
3.	The IGF should set the conditions necessary for participation for every stakeholder while responsibilities of each stakeholder should be proportional to its weight and power and clearly defined.
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